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Here is basic information for BSL reviewers. Your Editor could provide
additional details.

(1) The kinds of reviews published in the BSL are a) single article, b)
group of articles on a single theme, c) book (research monograph
or advanced textbook) and d) collection (articles collected in book
form).

(2) For a book or collection, either we already have a free review copy
or your Editor will ask the publisher for one. But if you own a copy
or could borrow one from a library, then please do not wait for the
review copy to arrive to get started.

(3) There are many legitimate approaches to writing reviews. Please
discuss your plan with your Editor. The level of specificity at the
start varies between projects. Changes along the way are common.
Please stay in touch with your Editor about your ideas and progress.

(4) At the start, please tell your Editor a goal for when you will com-
plete a draft. Of course, it will depend in part on whether you have
already read the work under review. Later, should it seem like the
project will take longer, please tell your Editor what sort of exten-
sion you need.

(5) The normal lengths of reviews are 750 words for a single article, 500
words per article for a group, 1000 words for a book and 1500 words
for a collection. However, in some cases, the material dictates longer
reviews and we negotiate. Please discuss this with your Editor once
you have an idea of the length.

(6) Reviews may be written in English, French or German.

(7) Reviews should be typed in TEX or LATEX. In addition to the source
file, provide your Editor with the accompanying PDF file. Your
review will be read by your Editor and by the Managing Editor.
Once all agree it is done, the Managing Editor will forward the
electronic files to the publisher for typesetting.
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(8) Unlike research papers, reviews should follow standard paragraph
format, except when it is necessary to include long formulas that
must be displayed. References to the literature must be incorpo-
rated into the text of the review; a bibliography may not follow the
review. Footnotes may not be used. Reviews do not have titles,
except in the case of reviews of groups of articles. If your review
contains quotations from a book, please indicate the number of the
page quoted. Recent issues, which illustrate the standard format for
reviews, can be found online at http://journals.cambridge.org/
action/displayJournal?jid=BSL

(9) We encourage analytical reviews. In general, the aim is to provide
both an account of the contents of a publication and, wherever pos-
sible, a critical assessment. The readers of your review might want
to understand how the work reviewed relates to their own interests.
They are unlikely to want a summary that is comprehensible only
to an expert.

A review should be directly concerned with the item(s) under re-
view. To provide a proper perspective, it is appropriate, at times,
to indicate relationship to other publications in the field. In such
cases, however, the focus should remain on the item under review.
Digressions into matters that are not germane should be avoided.
These include the author as a person and, unless relevant, the au-
thor’s other works. Particular caution is required when a reviewer
refers to his or her own publications. Such self-reference should be
confined to cases where it is essential for an adequate review.

Rarely are references to unpublished work helpful to readers. A
review may not be used for the purpose of announcing new research
results. This applies to results by the reviewer as well as to discov-
eries by others.

Adverse criticism, when called for, should be made as specific
as possible and expressed in an impersonal, judicious and undog-
matic manner. Important errors should be pointed out and cor-
rected whenever one can do this profitably. Sarcasm should not be
used, nor should condemnation be more severe or sweeping in char-
acter than is needed to make clear the shortcomings of the work in
question. The author does not have the opportunity to reply in the
reviews section of the BSL, so it is essential to state matters fairly.

(10) Occasionally, reviews are written on articles or books that have not
been published yet. In such cases, we must wait for the material
under review to be in its final form, accepted for publication and
assigned stable bibliographic identifiers before publishing the review.


